Effects of unilateral parietal lesions on spatial localization in the rat.
In the first of two experiments, rats with left or right parietal lesions and controls were tested in place and landmark navigation in the water maize. Right parietal lesions resulted in deficits in both tasks, but especially landmark navigation. Lateralized effects appeared mainly in latency to find the platform. Experiment 2 investigated the role of the corpus callosum. Split-brain rats with unilateral parietal lesions were tested on the same two tasks. Place and landmark deficits were particularly severe, but lateralization was weaker. Callosum section had its own effect, impairing the learning of both tasks. There appear to be additive effects of unilateral cortical lesions and bisection of the hemispheres. The impairment from left lesions equaled the right-lesion deficit because of the interruption of compensatory information from the intact right hemisphere and the effect of callosum section itself.